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Funding from the Montague-CTE scholarship assisted me in leading a study abroad trip to Trinidad & Tobago where undergraduate and graduate students were able to a) engage in communal living with faculty and peers, b) engage in a service learning experience with a local sport organization, c) attend an academic conference on Sport and Higher Education at the University of West Indies, and d) tour and visit various sites on the island nation.

Norma's Bed & Breakfast is where we stayed and conducted many of our debriefing sessions each night.

One of our undergraduates, Anthony Weems (Center) and other students engaged in dialogue with staff members from the School Girls Rugby League sport organization.

Undergraduate student, Anthony Weems (left) with Dr. Singer (right) after one of the sessions at the academic conference.

Students and faculty exploring The Pitch Lake, the largest natural deposit of asphalt in the world and a popular tourist site in Trinidad.